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(R5) 18:55 HUNTINGDON, 2m 3f 189y 

188bet Roa/racing Post Owners' Jackpot Handicap Chase (Class 4) (5YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 0-P1411 RATIFY 46 CD 
br g Rakaposhi King - Sea Sky

14 11 - 12 R T Dunne
F O'Brien

114

Jockey Colours: Grey, green and red sash, pink cap
Timeform says: Might be 14, but he's only 4 starts (has won 3 of them) into life with Fergal
O'Brien and all set for another bold showing having comfortably capitalised on a lower
hurdles mark at Sandown last month.  (Forecast 3.25)

Notes: 

2 3-1562P BENDOMINGO (IRE) 104 
b g Beneficial - Bobbies Storm

7 11 - 10 Jamie Bargary
N A Twiston-Davies

112

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and white stripes, diamonds on sleeves
Timeform says: Winner over hurdles from this mark a year ago, but hasn't done enough in 2
outings over fences to make him a viable betting proposition back from a break.  
(Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

3 5722-22 CHATEAU ROBIN (IRE) 138 BF 
br g Robin Des Pres - Bella With A Zee

7 11 - 5 M Hamill (5)
K C Bailey

107

Jockey Colours: Purple, orange stars, diabolo on sleeves and star on   cap
Timeform says: Produced a pleasing first display over fences after 8 months off at Ayr in
November. However, struggled when a distant second at Wincanton next time and bit to
prove on the back of that.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

4 2544PP BORDER BREAKER (IRE) 192 D 
br g Indian Danehill - Flying Answer

9 11 - 5t Callum Bewley (3)
Sam Drake

107

Jockey Colours: Light blue and white check, halved sleeves, light blue and white quartered cap
Timeform says: Lost his way for Simon Waugh towards the end of last year, but he's gone
well fresh in the past and is potentially thrown in on old form, so worth a market check
debuting for a new yard.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

5 6/252P-
6

GLENGRA (IRE) 161 
gr g Beneficial - Zaraza

9 11 - 1 Sean Bowen
Ian Williams

103

Jockey Colours: Light blue, red star, red sleeves, light blue stars, red cap, light blue star
Timeform says: Ex-pointer who went wrong way from a pleasing chasing debut at Doncaster
last year but still appeals as the sort to do well in this sphere if he can see his races out more
thoroughly. One to consider.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

6 55624U OAKIDOAKI 58 
b g Sulamani - Sweet Robinia

6 10 - 6tp Brendan Powell
B G Powell

94

Jockey Colours: Yellow, royal blue braces, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars and stars on cap
Timeform says: Has just the one solid piece of form over fences and has been let down by
either his jumping or his attitude the last twice, so best to look elsewhere.  (Forecast
21.00)

Notes: 

7 61446P THAT'S THE DEAL (IRE) 119 C D 
b g Turtle Island - Sister Swing

14 10 - 5 Adam Wedge
J R Cornwall

93

Jockey Colours: Yellow, black chevrons, striped cap
Timeform says: Out of sorts when last seen in October, but he's a 9-time winner over fences
who has been eased in the weights a little, so dangerous if tuned up and allowed an easy
lead.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 
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8 252342 PEMBROKE HOUSE 14 
gr g Terimon - Bon Coeur

11 10 - 5p Charlie Hammond
(7)
Miss Sarah-jayne
Davies

93

Jockey Colours: Black, beige hoops and armlets, black and royal blue hooped cap
Timeform says: Good second from out of the weights at Hereford a fortnight ago, but hard to
win with nowadays and form has been rather in and out this season.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

9 4/45-0P RISING TIDE (IRE) 147 
b g Dubai Destination - Erins Love

7 10 - 3 Patrick Cowley (5)
Laura Morgan

91

Jockey Colours: Purple, white seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Signs of ability all 3 starts for Lucinda Russell in 2015-16 but no immediate
promise for current stable, beaten a long way out at Lingfield on chasing debut in November.

 (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: RATIFY has found a new lease of life for his current yard and looks certain to
produce another bold front-running display in his bid to make it 4 from 5 since the change of scenery.
Glengra and Border Breaker are two of several with question marks hanging over them, but they're
well handicapped and there's reason to think they could be back on their game here.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: RATIFY (1) 
2: GLENGRA (5) 
3: BORDER BREAKER (4)


